Bus Shelter Public Art

- **2009 - 2012**
- **4 bus shelters through the City**

Art need no longer be confined to galleries or museums. Every bus shelter can now serve as an ad hoc gallery to exhibit local talent. Artists have been chosen through a juried process to create images based on the “Flora and Fauna” theme, a cultural and environmental reference to the splendid array of plants and wildlife to be found within the city. An amazing range of media is represented at the bus shelters. The artists employed pen and ink, digital collage, drawings, mixed media sculpture, oil on canvas, painting and collage, scanned plant material, acrylic and oil on panel, as well as neon sculpture to create images that were converted via a digital printing process to art posters that replace the usual advertisements on one panel of the shelter.

Walking Map Site #8
Flora and Fauna

Locations:
Flora and Fauna – Gail Tarantino

Little green jumbers
Invisible presence
measured by
Symphonic croaking
in the mud flats
As we slumber

Thousands of cormorants
Gather and go
Swimming around
Alone with no guides

Steady lines guide
Mirror-like puddles
On a concrete Bau
Re purposed
A tiny reservoir
Wild geese

Solitary sandpiper
Scuttles leftward
Moving at a hush
On a wind up toy
High pitch keeps
Protecting its young
Flora and Fauna – Foad Satterfield
Flora and Fauna – Yvette Buiges
Flora and Fauna – Nick Sebastian
Flora and Fauna – Nora Pauwels
October 2009 – January 2010
Flora and Fauna – Catherine Courtenaye
February 2010 – May 2010
Flora and Fauna – David D'AndreA June 2010 – September 2010
Flora and Fauna – Robert Ortbal
October 2010 – January 2011
Flora and Fauna – Lenore McDonald
February 2011 – May 2011
Flora and Fauna – Kevin Twomey
October 2011 – January 2012
Flora and Fauna – Will Tait
Flora and Fauna - Kazuko Watanabe
Flora and Fauna - Teresa Kalnoskas
Flora and Fauna - Hannah Nelson
Flora and Fauna – Moonyoung Sung
Flora and Faun- Caitlin Coreris